Nutrient dynamics, transfer and retention along the aquatic continuum from land to ocean: towards integration of ecological and biogeochemical models
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Abstract

In river basins, soils, groundwater, riparian zones, streams, rivers, lakes and reservoirs act as successive filters in which the hydrology, ecology and biogeochemical processing are strongly coupled and together act to retain a significant fraction of the nutrients transported. This paper compares existing river ecology concepts with current approaches to describe river biogeochemistry, and assesses the value of these concepts and approaches for understanding the impacts of interacting global change disturbances on river biogeochemistry. Through merging perspectives, concepts, modeling techniques, we propose integrated model approaches that encompass both aquatic and terrestrial components in heterogeneous landscapes. In this model framework, existing ecological and biogeochemistry concepts are extended with a balanced approach for assessing nutrient and sediment delivery on the one hand, and nutrient in-stream retention on the other hand.

1 Introduction

Organisms require carbon (C), nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and other nutrients such as silicon (Si) for critical cellular processes (Sterner and Elser, 2002). Thus, knowledge of these element cycles is essential for our understanding of ecosystem biogeochemistry. While various elements can limit plant growth at a given place and time, the productivity of most aquatic ecosystems is controlled by the concentration, molecular form, and stoichiometry of the macro-nutrients N and P (Butcher, 1947; Officer and Ryther, 1980).

Most elements are released on land and transported to the ocean where they are eventually buried in marine sediments. Before reaching the ocean, sediment, organic C and nutrients from land transit through the continuum formed by soils, groundwater, riparian zones, rivers, lakes, estuaries and coastal marine areas. These systems act as successive filters in which the hydrology, ecology and biogeochemical processing...
are strongly coupled and together act to retain a significant fraction of the nutrients transported (Billen et al., 1991). By affecting primary production, nutrient loads impact all other organisms within an ecosystem and thus may strongly determine ecosystem structure (Borum and Sand-Jensen, 1996; Nielsen and Richardson, 1996). Many factors, such as temperature, precipitation, or geographic location contribute to the dynamic structure of aquatic ecosystems by affecting nutrients, physical forces, or the organisms themselves.

Retention in the aquatic continuum not only affects the absolute amount of nutrients reaching the ocean, it also modifies the ratio in which C, N, P and Si are transferred, and the chemical form of each of these elements (Billen et al., 1991; Ensign and Doyle, 2006; Reddy et al., 1999). For example, in aquatic ecosystems, P is usually less efficiently removed than N (Hejzlar et al., 2009; Billen et al., 1991; Billen and Garnier, 2000; de Wit et al., 2002), while Si retention is enhanced by increasing N and P inputs (Conley, 2002). Because river networks link terrestrial landscapes to lakes and oceans, perturbations to river ecosystems can have large consequences for biogeochemical cycling at local, regional, and global scales.

During the past century, human activities have been rapidly changing. Most importantly this has led to increases in energy and food production, use of fertilizer and animal manure, atmospheric deposition of nutrients, and wastewater flows (Stumm, 1973; Galloway et al., 1995). Deforestation and expanding agricultural land use have caused increasing soil erosion and sediment, C and nutrient transport through river systems (Seitzinger et al., 2010). Land use changes also likely have strongly affected the delivery of Si to rivers (Struyf et al., 2010). Climate change is expected to affect both the hydrology and biogeochemistry of aquatic ecosystems. Increasing N and P loading of rivers can enhance rates of photosynthetic and heterotrophic productivity and result in fundamental changes to aquatic food webs (Dodds, 2002; Vollenweider et al., 1992; Cloern, 1996). Global warming is expected to enhance the solubility of particulate silica and increase its availability in aquatic systems (Laruelle et al., 2009). Eutrophication as a result of nutrient loading was first evident in lakes and rivers as
they became choked with excessive growth of macrophytes and floating algal scums (Butcher, 1947). Eutrophication of surface waters leads to turbid waters with decreased oxygen levels (hypoxia), toxin production by algae and bacteria, and fish kills.

Currently, eutrophication negatively affects rivers, lakes, and estuaries worldwide, and accounts for the foremost aquatic ecosystem management problem. This underscores the need to develop approaches to examine interactions among disturbances and to incorporate ecological principles into management and restoration activities (Stanley et al., 2010). Disturbance of biogeochemical cycles by human activities calls for an integrative consideration of biogeochemical fluxes between the atmosphere, terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. However, such integration of knowledge is hampered by the historical separation between the approaches and cultures of terrestrial and aquatic subdisciplines of biogeochemistry.

Models are essential to improve our understanding of the interaction between multiple processes in different environmental compartments, such as soils, groundwater, riparian zones, streams, rivers, lakes and reservoirs (Fig. 1) and to better predict the transfer of nutrients from land to sea in a changing world. Various conceptual models have been developed that summarize our understanding of biogeochemical processes in river systems. The models differ in their disciplinary rooting and bias, the spatial and temporal domain and resolution, the comprehensiveness of ecosystem coverage and the level of detail of processes that are included. A comparative study of conceptual models for nutrient transfer along the aquatic continuum from land to ocean is, therefore, needed.

This paper compares existing river ecology concepts with current approaches to describe river biogeochemistry, and to assess the value of these concepts and approaches for understanding the impacts of interacting global change disturbances on river biogeochemistry. Readers are cautioned against interpreting this paper as an exhaustive review. Instead, we describe broad themes in research and idea development using examples of representative contributions. These are used to develop a comprehensive, modular model concept for the description of carbon and nutrient
biogeochemistry in river basins, that can be used to analyze the impact of multiple disturbances under global change. We define rivers as the continuum of the hydrological system from soil, groundwater and riparian zones to the main channel with its hyporheic zone, lakes, reservoirs and wetlands, but excluding estuaries, deltas and other areas affected by tidal excursion.

We first summarize a number of relevant river ecology concepts (Sect. 2), and compare these with approaches to describe river biogeochemistry (Sect. 3). Section 4 discusses necessary steps forward by extending and improving currently available concepts to develop a model framework that can be used for understanding and predicting impacts of possible future disturbances of river systems.

2 River ecology concepts

Various river ecology concepts have been developed, based on zonation, stream hydraulics, river continuum, nutrient spiraling, serial discontinuity, flood pulse, riverine productivity and catchment hierarchy (Table 1). Most of these concepts have in common that they emphasize the role of physical processes in ordering biological systems and the role of spatial and temporal scales in understanding these processes (Frissel et al., 1986; Lorenz et al., 1997). We briefly discuss those concepts most relevant to river biogeochemistry.

2.1 Zonation and river continuum concepts

The zonation and stream hydraulics ecological concepts (Table 1) have been proposed to understand the adaptation of species living in flowing water (lotic) and sediments (benthic) to conditions such as stream flow, roughness, water depth and slope. The river continuum concept (RCC) describes both the structural and functional characteristics of stream communities along the entire length of a river (Table 1). The RCC argues that the biotic stream community adapts its structural and functional characteristics to
the abiotic environment, which presents a continuous gradient from headwaters to river mouth. Rivers can roughly be divided into three parts based on stream size: headwaters (Strahler stream orders 1–3), medium-sized streams (orders 4–6) and large rivers (orders > 6). The headwaters of rivers are strongly influenced by riparian vegetation. Primary production is low because of shading, and the vegetation contributes large amounts of allochthonous detritus. Thus, the ratio of gross primary productivity ($P$) to respiration ($R$) of the aquatic community is small ($P : R < 1$).

The influence of the riparian zone diminishes while moving downstream; both the importance of terrestrial organic input and the degree of shading decreases, whereas primary production and import of riverine organic matter and organisms from upstream increases. This is reflected by an increase in the $P : R$ ratio. Large rivers receive organic matter, mainly from upstream, which has already been processed. Primary production is often limited by depth and turbidity. Changes in the size of organic matter along the length of the river are reflected in the distribution of functional feeding groups, with collectors and shredders dominating in headwaters, collectors and grazers in the middle part of the river, and collectors in lower reaches.

### 2.2 Spiraling concept

The term nutrient spiraling (Table 1) was coined to describe the cycling of nutrients as they are assimilated from the water column into benthic biomass, temporarily retained, and mineralized back into the water column. Spiraling is a lumped steady-state model concept where suspended and solution components both are transported and interact with static components such as sediment. The fate of a molecule in a stream is described as a spiral length, which is the average distance a molecule travels to complete a cycle from the dissolved inorganic state in the water column, to a streambed compartment, and eventually back to dissolved inorganic form in the water column. Using this concept, Ensign and Doyle (2006) found that larger streams appear to play an equally important role in buffering downstream ecosystems (lakes, estuaries, and
oceans) from nutrient pollution as do headwater streams when considered within the context of stream networks.

2.3 Telescoping ecosystem model

In the telescoping ecosystem model, streams consist of several subsystems that are spatially distributed concentrically, analogous to the elements of a telescope (Table 1). Subsystems include the central surface stream, vertically and laterally arrayed saturated sediments (hyporheic and parafluvial zones), and the most distal element, the riparian zone. These zones are hydrologically connected; thus water and its dissolved and suspended load move through all of these subsystems as it flows downstream. In any given subsystem, chemical transformations result in a change in the quantity of materials in transport. Processing length, based on the nutrient spiraling concept, is the length of subsystem required to process an amount of substrate equal to advective input. Processing length is specific to the subsystem (e.g. the surface stream), substrate (e.g. nitrate), and process (e.g. denitrification). Disturbance causes processing length to increase. The whole stream-corridor ecosystem consists of several nested cylindrical elements that extend and retract, as would a telescope, in response to disturbance.

2.4 Serial discontinuity concept

Dams disrupt the river continuum and cause upstream-downstream shifts in abiotic and biotic parameters and processes, and the effect is related to the position of the dam along the continuum (Table 1). In the relatively stagnant water of a reservoir, temperature is more uniformly distributed than in flowing water. The transport of large organic matter particles will be blocked, thus decoupling the linkage between allochthonous inputs upstream and processing of organic matter downstream. Dams also reduce the ecological connectivity between the mainstream channel and the riparian zone. Dam
building is frequently associated with river regulation, which isolates river channels from their floodplain and riparian forest.

2.5 Flood pulse concept

Large floodplain rivers are significantly influenced by regular floods of the main river stream into the bordering floodplains. The flood pulse concept (Table 1) describes the effects of floods on both the river channel and its floodplain in an unmodified, large river-floodplain system. Nutrients originate mainly from river water. Release and storage of nutrients in the floodplain depend on the flood cycle, vegetation cover and its growth cycle. During floods a layer of sediment, composed of nutrients and particulate organic matter and minerals, is deposited on the floodplain. The flood-pulse affects the primary production and respiration in the floodplain by determining the occurrence, life cycle and abundance of organisms. Furthermore, the change between the terrestrial and aquatic phase accelerates the decomposition of organic material. The life cycles of biota using floodplain habitats are related to the flood pulse in terms of its annual timing, duration and rate of rise and fall. Peaks in water flow alter the in-stream biogeochemical processes not only by accelerating advection but also by changing the boundary conditions for the system. At high flow rates, stream biogeochemistry is largely controlled by allochtonous sediment, C and nutrient inputs transported from upstream sources, and the whole benthic community may be disrupted by flood events.

2.6 Catchment concept

The catchment concept (Table 1) is a hierarchical framework for stream habitat classification, emphasizing the relationships between a stream to its watershed across a wide range of scales in space and time, from the entire channel network to pools, ripples and micro habitats (Table 1). Petts (1994) integrated the state of the art research on the functioning of river systems into five principles. Rivers are: (i) three dimensional systems; (ii) driven by hydrology and fluvial geomorphology; (iii) structured by food-webs;
(iv) characterized by spiraling processes; and (v) dependent upon change, i.e. changing flows, moving sediments and shifting channels.

2.7 River ecosystem synthesis

Contrasting with a common view of rivers as continuous, longitudinal gradients in physical conditions, the river ecosystem synthesis (Table 1) is a framework for understanding both broad, often discontinuous patterns along longitudinal and lateral dimensions of river networks and local ecological patterns across various temporal and smaller spatial scales. This framework combines eco-geomorphology (ecological aspects of fluvial geomorphology) with a terrestrial landscape model describing hierarchical patch dynamics, including nested, discontinuous hierarchies of patch mosaics with (i) ecosystem dynamics as a composite of intra- and inter-patch dynamics, (ii) linked patterns and processes; (iii) dominance of non-equilibrium and stochastic processes, and formation of a quasi-equilibrium, metastable state.

3 Integrating river ecology and biogeochemistry concepts

Rivers are often erroneously discussed as being either a single channel of flowing water or as the main channel plus river floodplains (Thorp et al., 2006). Most ecological concepts (Sect. 2) fail to describe how nutrients and sediments are delivered to streams and rivers through weathering, leaching from soils, transport through groundwater and riparian areas and denitrification therein, and erosion. Except for the telescoping model, the concepts do not include the vertical dimension, i.e. the continuum of upland soil, groundwater, riparian zone and hyporheic zone (Ward et al., 2001), particularly with respect to the flows of water and nutrients therein.

Biogeochemistry is an integrative discipline. However, terrestrial and aquatic subdisciplines have developed somewhat independently of each other due to physical and biological differences between aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and because
of differences in research traditions between terrestrial and aquatic ecologists (Grimm et al., 2003; Rip and McCann, 2011; Stergiou and Browman, 2005). Many different approaches for describing biogeochemical processes in the terrestrial and aquatic components of river systems exist, operating at different scales (Table 2; Fig. 2a, b). These approaches range from simple lumped source-transport models that reflect aggregate nutrient-related processes at the scale of river basins using empirical functions, to distributed models based on the spiraling concept, and detailed mechanistic models, which simulate multiple components of the nutrient cycles (Fig. 2b; Table 3).

There are various examples of approaches that reflect lumped, aggregate nutrient-related processes within a river basin (Table 3; Fig. 3a) in a few parameters in simple, often statistical models (Meybeck, 1982; Peierls et al., 1991; Howarth et al., 1996; Seitzinger et al., 2005; Mayorga et al., 2010). Other hybrid approaches such as SPARROW; SPAtially Referenced Regression On Watershed attributes (Smith et al., 1997) expand on conventional regression methods by using a mechanistic model structure in correlating measured nutrient fluxes in streams with spatial data on nutrient sources and landscape characteristics. All these methodologies work at the seasonal scale at best. The lumped river export models consider sources and sinks to be homogeneously distributed in space, and do not separate terrestrial filters from in-stream loss processes. Regression approaches have in common that they rarely account for nonlinear interactions between sources and loss processes, which makes them less useful for assessing the complex interactions induced by disturbance. Moreover, systems may evolve from a source to a sink depending on the forcing and history (Turner et al., 2008; Cox et al., 2009).

Detailed models for nutrient delivery may be combined with in-stream biogeochemistry described with a simple retention coefficient (Van Drecht et al., 2003), or relationships between the hydraulic load of rivers and retention (e.g. Behrendt and Opitz, 1999). River biogeochemistry as represented by retention is often used as a calibration coefficient, in order to match model results for delivery with observed river water concentrations (e.g. Grizzetti et al., 2008; Hejzlar et al., 2009).
It is not surprising that some approaches are based on the ecological concepts presented in Sect. 2. Following the telescoping model (Fisher et al., 1998), such approaches combine the hydrological water flow as a medium for transport and biogeochemical processing (e.g. Sferratore et al., 2005; Loos et al., 2009; de Wit, 2001). Following the zonation and stream hydraulics concepts, these approaches are distributed, based on a hydrological model, whereby the water flux and nutrients therein is partitioned into surface runoff, and flow through the soil to groundwater, riparian zones and surface water as depicted in Fig. 1.

In order to stratify the river according to the longitudinal river continuum concept based on stream size, the river network can be subdivided into reaches, for example based on strahler orders (Strahler, 1952). Strahler stream ordering is also used in estimates of sediment yield per unit area, which generally decreases with increasing catchment area, except for rivers where channel bank erosion is the dominant source of sediment (Walling, 1983; Richards, 1993). Stream ordering allows an understanding and underpinning of the empirically derived value of the exponents, as well as the relative contributions of hillslope sediment delivery and channel bank erosion (Prosser et al., 2001). Many biogeochemical processes such water-air exchange and gas saturation states scale with river order; and Strahler orders are consequently often used in global upscaling procedures (Downing et al., 2012; Raymond et al., 2012).

Subdividing river stream networks allows for applying the spiraling concept (see e.g. Ensign and Doyle, 2006), thus arriving at an elaboration of the catchment concept (Petts, 1994). The spiral length consists of two parts: the uptake length, which is the distance travelled in dissolved form, and the turnover length, which is the distance travelled within the benthic compartment. Usually, uptake length is much longer than turnover length. Uptake length is generally evaluated empirically at the reach scale (Stream Solute Workshop, 1990), with nutrient enrichment experiments, following nutrient decay downstream from a point-source, or with transport-based analysis (various references in Ensign and Doyle, 2006). One of the main limitations of the spiraling
concept is that it generally neglects temporal variability in the hydrologic drivers and focuses on base-flow conditions when autochtonous processes are predominant.

Examples of mechanistic models include HSPF (USEPA, 2011; Skahill, 2004), INCA (Whitehead et al., 1998a,b), SWAT (Arnold and Fohrer, 2005) and Riverstrahler (Garnier et al., 1995) (Table 3). Such mechanistic models describe algal growth, death and settling, and decomposition and mineralization to organic compounds, adsorption/desorption of particulate P on mineral particles, and denitrification. Based on the hydrology, these models actually move towards an integration of ecology with hydro-morphology (Vaughan et al., 2009) and geomorphology (Thorp et al., 2006) by linking ecology, biogeochemistry and the physical habitat. The complexity of deterministic models often creates intensive data and calibration requirements, which generally limits their application in large watersheds.

The growing availability of digital, high-resolution, spatially and temporally explicit data on climate, elevation, hydrology, vegetation, soils, lakes, wetlands, dams and reservoirs, lithology, aquifers, geology, as well as data on human interventions in river systems, enables us to combine the river ecology concepts in mathematical models and improve existing concepts. For example, while Strahler order number, which is the basis of the river continuum concept, has been used previously as proxy for watershed dimensions, channel size and stream discharges (Strahler, 1952), we are now able to quantify such properties directly and spatially explicitly, and combine physical properties with those characteristics that are relevant to ecological concepts, such as water chemistry and water temperature (Van Vliet et al., 2011; Van Beek et al., 2011).

Most available models describe one element or a limited number of processes or elements in the river landscape, depending on the discipline of the developers. Models either focus on the delivery processes (Fig. 3b), instream processes (Fig. 3c), or disregard landscape elements such as soils, groundwater or riparian zones. In order to understand the impact of human activities that are important for nutrient processing in river basins, and the consequent changes in nutrient export to coastal seas, it is important to extend the existing concepts further with well-balanced approaches.
4 Towards an integrated model for nutrient transfer from land to ocean

The above examples show that river ecology concepts have been extremely useful in the development of river biogeochemistry concepts. River models merging both terrestrial and aquatic aspects (Grimm et al., 2003; Manzoni and Poporato, 2011), that include wetlands and riparian zones (Hattermann et al., 2006) are needed. A first attempt is the telescoping ecosystem model (Fisher et al., 1998), which includes the stream and the riparian zone (Table 1). However, this approach needs to be extended with a balanced description of the water flow with sediment, C, and nutrient delivery to streams through the successive filters formed by soils, groundwater, riparian zones and hyporheic zones, and the stream itself, including lakes, wetlands and reservoirs.

Here, we aim to provide first steps towards a concept for such a river model that adequately accounts for terrestrial and aquatic processes (Fig. 3d). We concentrate on the material flows from below the soil surface to the river mouth, i.e. our model uses information from a dynamic vegetation and agricultural model, and describes the transport and biogeochemical processes of C and nutrients in the hydrological system of river networks between the soil and the mouth of the river. We also focus on approaches that are applicable at large scales including river basins, continents and the whole globe. The rich literature on detailed modeling of nutrient exchange between the river bed and water will therefore not be covered (e.g. Bardini et al., 2012).

Below, we will subsequently discuss all the elements needed to construct a model that can describe the terrestrial and river filter, i.e. the hydrology (Sect. 4.1), the delivery of dissolved C and nutrients to streams (Sect. 4.2), and the in-stream processes (Sect. 4.3). We then discuss issues related to the management of a chain of models, data scarcity and uncertainties (Sect. 4.4).

4.1 Hydrology

Hydrological water flow provides the medium for transport and biogeochemical processing, via surface runoff or flow through aquifers, streams, lakes, reservoirs and
wetlands. Hydrological models focus on the catchment scale, the scale of river basins or larger up to the global scale (Table 4). This development is parallel to the growing availability of databases to parameterize models. Examples include the global Hydrosheds 90 m drainage network (Lehner et al., 2008), the global database of large dams (Lehner et al., 2011) and the global 1km soil mapping project (Sanchez et al., 2009).

We foresee that in the coming decade hydrological model lines will converge to hyper-resolution global hydrological models (Wood et al., 2011); such models will describe the integrated hydrological system as a whole at 1 km resolution or less, involving water and energy fluxes through groundwater, soil water, streams, lakes, wetlands, floodplains and reservoirs, and including water abstraction and human water consumption and with the capacity to model vegetation, crop growth and the cycling and transport of C and nutrients. The river continuum and pulse concepts (Table 1) and floodplain inundation can even be investigated in a spatially explicit manner at the global scale using recent approaches involving water flow in all compartments (Van Beek et al., 2011; Yamazaki et al., 2011) (Table 4).

By extending these models with in-stream biogeochemistry and sediment, C and nutrient transport (Fig. 3d), river ecology and biogeochemical concepts can be tested and spatio-temporal biogeochemical pathways explicitly resolved for the first time. The single most important condition for this development is that the quality of global rainfall estimates is improved, as errors in rainfall forcing are the largest among the error sources in global hydrological models (Biemans et al., 2009; Sperna Weiland, 2011).

4.2 The delivery of nutrients to streams

Delivery processes of sediment and particulate and dissolved C and nutrients act between the local and reach scale, except for groundwater delivery (Fig. 2c). While the spatial scale for most delivery and in-stream processes varies from local to the reach, the temporal scale varies from days for point sources and surface runoff to days to weeks or months for riparian zones, and from weeks to years for shallow aquifers and
years to many years for deep aquifers. To arrive at a realistic estimate of the delivery at one point in time, we need models that describe this multitude of temporal scales for the various pathways of nutrient delivery and processes. Subsequently, we discuss potential model approaches for the delivery of sediment and particulate nutrients to streams (Sect. 4.2.1), delivery of dissolved organic C and nutrients to aquifers (Sect. 4.2.2), weathering (Sect. 4.2.3), biogeochemical processes in aquifers and delivery to riparian zones and streams (Sect. 4.2.4), biogeochemical processes in riparian zones and delivery to streams (Sect. 4.2.5) and nutrient delivery in wastewater (Sect. 4.2.6).

4.2.1 Delivery of sediment and particulate carbon and nutrients to streams

The relative contribution of different sediment production processes, i.e. hillslope sediment delivery, gully formation, mass movement (slumps) and channel bank erosion, are highly uncertain (Syvitski et al., 2005). Various approaches with different levels of complexity are generally used (Table 5).

Due to the large spatial variation in soil-physical and landscape characteristics, models describing particle detachment and transport require extensive field surveys or substantial calibration, and their application remains limited to hill slopes or smaller catchments (Table 5). Models describing soil loss at the plot and landscape scale need to be extended with re-sedimentation within the landscape, since sediment delivery to streams generally decreases along with travel distance. Predictions at the catchment scale are often based on a sediment delivery ratio (Table 5), i.e. the proportion of the detached sediment that is actually delivered to the channel system.

A recent sediment delivery and transport model was developed for large river basins (Loos et al., 2009). The model approach is mechanistic and spatially explicit with a 3 by 3 km resolution and a monthly temporal resolution; it uses global data on terrain elevation, vegetation cover, land use, and soil types to calculate sediment detachment and transport to the stream system. An elaborate version of the model also calculates sediment production by bank erosion, deposition in reservoirs, and conveyance loss due to floodplain sedimentation along the drainage network. Simulation results for large
rivers (Rhine, Mississippi, Mekong) range between a factor of 1.2–2 around observed values.

4.2.2 Delivery of dissolved carbon and nutrient to aquifers

The movement of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) through soils is an important process for the transport of carbon within ecosystems and the formation of soil organic matter. In some cases, DOC fluxes may also contribute to the C balance of terrestrial ecosystems; in most ecosystems, they are an important vector of energy, C, and nutrient transfers from terrestrial to aquatic ecosystems. Despite their importance for terrestrial and aquatic biogeochemistry, these fluxes are rarely represented in conceptual or numerical models of terrestrial biogeochemistry. In part, this is due to the lack of a comprehensive understanding of the suite of processes that control DOC dynamics in soils.

Neff and Asner (2001) synthesized information on the geochemical and biological factors that control DOC fluxes in different soils. Their model analysis shows that sorption dynamics and hydrology play the dominant role in regulating DOC losses from terrestrial ecosystems; interactions between hydrology and microbial-DOC relationships are important in regulating the fluxes of DOC in the litter and surface soil horizons. The model indicates that DOC fluxes can support a large fraction of microbial activity in deeper soil layers. This approach could be combined with a description of the quality of the dissolved C compounds, for example the biodegradable fraction (e.g. Servais et al., 1987, 1989).

For the transfer of nutrients from soils, a large number of approaches exist that can be incorporated in our model framework, mainly from agronomic studies. An example of a global scale approach of the movement of nutrients from soils to surface water via surface runoff and leaching to groundwater is the model of Van Drecht et al. (2003), and the European-scale approach by Velthof et al. (2009), both being summary models based on detailed models.
4.2.3 Weathering

Perhaps the most uncertain source of nutrients in our model concept for streams and rivers is weathering. Weathering is a source of dissolved inorganic carbon, inorganic phosphorus and (DIC, DIP and DSi, respectively; Table 2). Knowledge about the liberation of P and Si from chemical weathering is limited. Particularly the spatial variability of the P and Si release by chemical weathering in dependence of the composition of underlying rocks (lithology) is not yet well quantified at regional scales. Phosphorus liberated by weathering may be adsorbed by minerals or immobilized into insoluble forms (Khasawneh et al., 1980; Slomp, 2011) on its way through aquifers and riparian zones.

Climate has a marked influence on weathering rates, and an increase in temperature and precipitation may increase weathering rates of minerals (Bolt and Bruggenwert, 1976) producing dissolved Si, P and alkalinity (Table 2). However, factors such as soil age, lithology, runoff and land cover may have a more pronounced effect on weathering rates at the regional to continental scale (Moosdorf et al., 2011; White et al., 2005). Tropical river basins play a major role in chemical weathering and transfer of dissolved Si and alkalinity to rivers and oceans due to their geological and climatic settings (Jennerjahn et al., 2006). Because global warming is believed to be especially pronounced at high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, a change in structure and cover of vegetation could rapidly alter the hydrology and biogeochemistry of river systems and land-ocean interactions along the coasts of the Arctic Ocean (Humborg et al., 2006). Human-induced land use changes may have similar impacts. Key factors that control chemical weathering processes in the field include lithology, runoff, temperature, physical erosion, morphology, soil, ecosystems, land use as well as tectonic activity (references in Hartmann and Moosdorf, 2011). The simple model approach based on lithology and runoff proposed by Hartmann and Moosdorf (2011) is a valuable approach on the global scale.
4.2.4 Biogeochemistry in aquifers and delivery to riparian zones and streams

While transport, weathering and retention processes act at local to reach scale in shallow aquifers, water and solutes may be transported over long distances in deep aquifers (Fig. 2d). Since groundwater travel times may vary from less than one year to millions of years and travel distances may vary from less than 100 m to more than 1000 km (Clark and Fritz, 1997; Ingebritsen et al., 2006), it is necessary to simulate the contribution of historical inputs to the groundwater system, and temporary storage and retention processes such as denitrification during transport.

The redox reactivity of DOC in aquifers is location-specific (Siemens et al., 2003; Starr and Gillham, 1993; Baker et al., 2000) and further work is needed to understand and quantify the relative role of dissolved and particulate phases as an electron donor in groundwater systems. This particularly holds for pyrite, which may be more important as an electron donor in denitrification in aquifers than previously thought, particularly in low-lying areas (Postma et al., 1991). Models describing N transport and denitrification in groundwater at the global (Van Drecht et al., 2003) and European scale (Keuskamp et al., 2012) are candidates for our model framework. Both models use the travel time coupled with information on the lithology (Dürr et al., 2005) to estimate the half-life of nitrate in groundwater.

Aquifers with similar petrographic properties display a similar composition in comparable hydrodynamic and hydrologic environments (Appelo and Postma, 2005). Hydrogeochemical characterization of aquifers as a basis for simulating groundwater composition, weathering, retention processes, and transport could improve the above models; an example is the recent aquifer typology map for 11 European countries (Wendland et al., 2008). Further improvements include the description of the processing of nutrients and of labile dissolved organic C (e.g. Jardine et al., 1992; Lee et al., 2006) and particulate organic C and pyrite in order to estimate the availability of electron donors for the denitrification process. Continued N loading of groundwater could ultimately
lead to depletion of the sediment of electron donors such as pyrite and a more limited attenuation of nitrate in groundwater (Zhang et al., 2009).

The interaction between groundwater and surface water is heterogeneous at various scales, where interaction in the riparian and hyporheic zone also plays a role (e.g. Fleckenstein et al., 2006; Sear et al., 1999). It will be impossible to model this complexity in detail at the basin scale. Approaches that deal with the small-scale heterogeneity in a typological way are promising for incorporation in supralocal models (Bertrand et al., 2012; Dahl et al., 2007).

4.2.5 Biogeochemistry in riparian zones and delivery to streams

A major problem when modeling processes in riparian areas is the lack of spatial detail of data on terrain and hydrogeological conditions. Even maps at the 1:10,000 to 1:20,000 scale may have limitations when determining the topography of riparian areas and adjacent upland perimeter slope (Vidon and Hill, 2004). At such scales the contour interval is 5 m, and riparian areas with less than 5 m difference in elevation between the upland and riparian area cannot be delineated. Indices that combine surface topographical information with local climatic data, soil maps or groundwater table maps are often used to delineate riparian zones and wetlands (Beven and Kirkby, 1979; Merot et al., 2003; Rodhe and Seibert, 1999; Andersson and Nyberg, 2009). While these indices are generally suitable for areas with hilly topography and shallow soils overlying confined layers, they have shortcomings in more gently sloping terrain (Buttle et al., 2001, 2004). Emerging technologies, such as detailed Digital Elevation Models and high resolution remote sensing methods combining laser scanning and hyperspectral imagery (Hall et al., 2009) will be useful to improve the delineation and characterization of riparian zones.

Carbon and nutrient transport modeling requires information on the retention time and reactivity within the riparian soil. This largely depends on the local flow path and hydraulic conductivity of the riparian soil layers. Preferential flow paths and bypass flow significantly reduce the nutrient removal capacity (Hefting et al., 2004). A first attempt to
simulate the flow of water and dissolved nutrients, and denitrification in riparian zones at the global scale (Bouwman et al., 2012) is a suitable way to describe the riparian filter in our model framework.

### 4.2.6 Delivery of nutrients in wastewater

Sewage emissions of N and P constitute an important source of nutrients in freshwater and coastal marine ecosystems at local, regional, and even global scales (Seitzinger et al., 2010). In the past 4 to 5 decades, there have been important changes in sewage N and P emissions to surface water in many countries. Nitrogen emissions from sewage have changed because of increasing population and economic growth leading to changes in diet, urbanization, and construction of sewerage and wastewater treatment systems. Emissions of P from sewage have changed for the same reasons, but also because of changes in patterns of use of P-based detergents in washing machines for both laundry and dishes. At the global scale, a simple model approach has been developed to describe spatially explicit wastewater contributions to river loading of N and P at the national scale (Van Drecht et al., 2009).

Freshwater aquaculture is a further source of emissions to surface water. The global annual production of finfish and shellfish in freshwater aquaculture systems increased rapidly from the 1950s, particularly in Asia, Europe, North America and South America. Nutrient transformation and release from aquaculture includes many forms of inorganic, organic and particulate nutrients. A simple model to describe all these nutrient emissions to surface water has been developed recently (Bouwman et al., 2011; Overbeek et al., 2011).

### 4.3 In-stream processes

Subsequently we discuss model descriptions of in-stream nutrient biogeochemistry (Sect. 4.3.1), bank erosion and sediment transport (Sect. 4.3.2), and nutrient exchange between the stream and the hyporheic zone (Sect. 4.3.3).
4.3.1 Nutrient biogeochemistry

In-stream processes (Fig. 2d) operate between the local and reach scale. The working unit for the nutrient in-stream processes of most watershed-scale models is the reach (Marcé and Armengol, 2009); in detailed models the length of a reach could be 10–1000 m, with a representation of channel width and depth. In the other extreme, for example global models with a 5 by 5 min or 1 by 1 km resolution, the reach is determined by the local drainage direction used for routing of the water flow. At such scales, models describe processes at a scale that is dictated by the aggregation of the data.

Various formulations for biogeochemical reactions are possible, depending on the research question. If the interest is to analyze the combined effect of multiple disturbances, a mechanistic model is needed, such as the Riverstrahler model (Billen and Garnier, 2000). This model allows for analyzing, apart from other disturbances, the impact of changing nutrient load and changing nutrient ratios, and potential saturation of retention processes such as denitrification and P retention by sediment. If the main research target is to describe the nutrient balance of the system, the in-stream biogeochemistry model can be described with the much simpler reach-scale nutrient spiraling concept (Newbold et al., 1981) (Fig. 2d).

Wetlands (Jordan et al., 2011), lakes (Venohr et al., 2005) and man-made reservoirs (Harrison et al., 2009) play an important role in the biogeochemistry of river networks. Detailed spatially explicit global data on the location and extent of lakes and wetlands are available (Lehner and Döll, 2004), with a recent extension for the world’s largest reservoirs (Lehner et al., 2011). The description of processes within such water bodies is similar to that of the reach, ranging from simple formulations that resemble the spiraling approach, to mechanistic approaches such as Riverstrahler. Since saturation of nutrient retention may occur in lake sediments (Richardson and Qian, 1999) and streams (Bernot and Dodds, 2005), the historical nutrient loading of these systems is an important aspect to consider.
The coupling between biogeochemistry and hydrology through the role of colloidal particles for reactive transport of particularly phosphate (Liu et al., 2011; Pokrovsky and Schott, 2002) needs attention in our model framework. So-called dissolved phosphate is frequently bound to Fe-oxide colloids. The settling and coagulation characteristics of such colloids need to be better understood for predictive modelling of nutrient dynamics in surface water. Sorbed species like phosphate can move through the particle-size spectrum on a piggy-back ride as colloids according to a process called colloidal pumping (Stordal et al., 1996; Wen et al., 1997). In this way, phosphate is transferred through the particle-size spectrum by coagulation and aggregation processes. The settling properties of phosphate alter accordingly, and this phenomenon is therefore more important in upstream than in lowland rivers (Jarvie et al., 2012).

4.3.2 Bank erosion and sediment transport

Predictions of bank erosion rates are generally derived from estimates of meander migration rates (Table 5); often the focus is on sedimentation in downstream reservoirs. The next step is to trace the sediment flow along its way through the fluvial system, by combining two-dimensional floodplain topography and vegetation and hydrological model output, and quantification of sinks in reservoirs and floodplains. Estimates of suspended sediment transport are often based on observations, with an uncertainty that ranges from a factor of 2 for well-monitored rivers to an order of magnitude for poorly monitored rivers, particularly when peak flow events are poorly represented in the observation record.

Sediment trapping in reservoirs is considered to have a major impact on global sediment transport in rivers. Estimated sediment trapping efficiencies range between 70% to 100% for large rivers (Vörösmarty et al., 2003), indicating that reservoirs, lakes and wetlands need to be included. Combining sediment delivery, transport and trapping in our river model framework provides a challenge in finding a balance between the spatial and temporal scales at which the key processes operate, data availability and quality and computational feasibility (Loos et al., 2009).
4.3.3 Nutrient exchange between the stream and the hyporheic zone

Our model framework also needs an approach for the hyporheic zone, which is typically defined as the portion of the alluvial aquifer in which surface water and ground water mix (Gooseff, 2010). An important paradigm in stream ecology is that surface water downwells into sediments and brings materials to the hyporheic zone where they are often biogeochemically transformed and returned to the surface water in some altered form (e.g. Boulton et al., 2010; Bardini et al., 2012). Less emphasis has been placed on the role of upwelling ground water on biogeochemical transformations at the surface water–groundwater interface (e.g. Krause et al., 2009). Hydrological exchange between the stream and hyporheic zone mediates transport of products from the biogeochemical activities within the sediments. Hot-spots of primary productivity in the surface stream often result from exfiltrating nutrient-rich water. Conversely, infiltrating surface water supplies organic matter and dissolved oxygen to hyporheic invertebrates and microbes, enhancing hyporheic productivity (Boulton et al., 2010). A simple approach for describing hyporheic processes is based on the spiraling concept in the Telescoping Ecosystem model (Fisher et al., 1998).

4.4 A recipe for integrated modeling

Advancement in scientific understanding and increasing computational power has resulted in a plethora of models that describe either in detail the hydrology (Sect. 4.1), the transfer of nutrients from soil to aquatic ecosystems (Sect. 4.2) or the biogeochemical processes within aquatic systems (Sect. 4.3). The relative importance of hydrology, nutrient delivery to streams and in-stream transformation processes in governing nutrient transfer from land to ocean cannot be determined a priori because it depends on many factor including the loading and speciation of nutrients, the ecosystems within the watershed and the spatial and temporal domain covered. The challenge is to balance the detail in model descriptions for the various processes and systems involved with the availability of knowledge and data (Fig. 3d).
Data availability is a key problem in developing the river biogeochemistry models. Except for a limited number of intensively studied systems, data on the input of nutrients and transfer to the adjacent or downstream compartments in a river basin are scarce. This means that often the sediment, C, and nutrient concentrations at one particular place in the system may be known, for example in the stream, and that the processing and retention in those landscape elements delivering to the stream are not or poorly known. The problem of missing information is not easily solved. A common approach to step over this problem is to use simple, ad-hoc coefficients representing all processes between the soil and the river (Billen et al., 2001), or between the soil and the river mouth (Seitzinger et al., 2010), thus treating the whole landscape or river basin as one filter. While these semi-empirical models may have predictive power at the global scale and for current conditions, they will not suffice for accurate projections. These statistical models lump most processes in poorly constrained coefficients and changes in system functioning in response to disturbance in hydrology (e.g. climate change) or nutrient input (e.g. policy) will not be reflected in these fixed coefficients and thus model projections. For accurate projections we thus have to include mechanistic process descriptions.

Mechanistic models that incorporate most essential process knowledge in detail for all compartments are not only limited by data availability, but also by computational limitations, in particular when uncertainty analysis needs to be included. Mechanistic models often lack robust measures of uncertainty in model coefficients and predictions, although recent developments for hydrological applications can also be used in biogeochemical models (Raat et al., 2004). Uncertainty analysis of more simple approaches such as the nutrient spiraling concept is much less difficult (Marcé and Armengol, 2009). Sensitivity and identifiability analysis (Brun et al., 2001) during model development can help to analyze the relative importance of the successive delivery and retention processes in the landscape, and determine which are the most uncertain parts. Initially, further research would then concentrate on the most uncertain model components.
Detailed sensitivity and model identifiability analysis should together with specific research questions then guide further tailoring of the appropriate model in terms of complexity and temporal and spatial resolution. Detailed models of specific processes at small spatial and short temporal scales should be parameterized to be included in models describing regional to global scale transfer of nutrients from land to ocean. This may imply that for some substances more emphasis is given to accurate quantitative description of the hydrology (e.g. transport of water and suspended matter), while for some other materials more model resolution is required to adequately resolve the nutrient transfer from soils to aquatic systems (e.g. phosphorus) or within-stream nutrient processing (e.g. nitrogen).

5 Conclusions

River ecology concepts have been extremely useful in the development of river biogeochemistry concepts. River ecology concepts are descriptive, and only few of the approaches are quantitative, such as the spiraling concept and the telescoping model which is based on the spiraling concept. Water as the transporting agent, and the delivery of sediment, C and nutrients is often exogenous to the model approaches.

In most ecological concepts, rivers are considered as either a single channel of flowing water or as the main channel plus river floodplains. In those rivers where lakes, wetlands or man-made reservoirs are part of the network, the retention processes within these water bodies needs to be included for quantifying the biogeochemical filter of the river network.

Through merging perspectives, concepts, modeling techniques, integrated approaches can be developed that encompass both aquatic and terrestrial components in heterogeneous landscapes in a changing world. To study the impact of multiple disturbances, and analyze possible solutions, we need to extend the existing ecological and biogeochemistry concepts with a balanced approach for assessing nutrient and sediment delivery on the one hand, and nutrient in-stream retention on the other hand.
This involves a multitude of disciplines and approaches that merge ecological concepts with those of soil and groundwater hydrology, chemistry and biology.
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### Table 1. River ecology concepts for different types of river, and aim and dimensions considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>River type</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Main variables</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zonation</td>
<td>Undisturbed</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Flow velocity, temperature</td>
<td>Adaptation of fish and benthic fauna</td>
<td>Huet (1954)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream hydraulics</td>
<td>Undisturbed</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Flow velocity, water depth, roughness, slope</td>
<td>Adaptation of benthic fauna</td>
<td>Statzner et al. (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River continuum</td>
<td>Undisturbed based on Strahler orders</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Stream size, Energy source (allochthonous and autochthonous organic matter, light availability)</td>
<td>Organic matter processing, nutrient spiraling</td>
<td>Vannote et al. (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiraling</td>
<td>No floodplain</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Flow velocity, physical retention, nutrient limitation</td>
<td>Nutrient spiraling</td>
<td>Webster (1975); Newbold et al. (1981); Stream Solute Workshop (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telescoping ecosystem model</td>
<td>Whole catchment</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Water flow, substrate, process</td>
<td>Nutrient spiraling, filtration capacity using processing length</td>
<td>Fisher et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catchment</td>
<td>Whole catchment</td>
<td>Catchment, several spatiotemporal scales</td>
<td>Regional biogeoclimatic landscape classification</td>
<td>Nutrient cycling</td>
<td>Frissel et al. (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood pulse</td>
<td>Large floodplain</td>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>Duration, frequency, timing of flood pulses</td>
<td>Hydrological impact on biota in floodplains</td>
<td>Junk et al. (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial discontinuity</td>
<td>Impounded or floodplain</td>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td>Position of dam</td>
<td>Organic matter processing and shifts up and down-stream</td>
<td>Ward and Stanford (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverine productivity</td>
<td>Well-developed riparian zone</td>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>Type and density of riparian zone, flow velocity</td>
<td>Primary production, processing or organic matter</td>
<td>Thorp and Delong (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity, patch dynamics</td>
<td>Temporary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River ecosystem synthesis</td>
<td>Undisturbed and disturbed</td>
<td>Longitudinal and lateral</td>
<td>Various abiotic and biotic patches</td>
<td>Functional process zones resulting from physiochemical habitat differences</td>
<td>Stanley et al. (1997); Sanzone et al. (2003); Reid et al. (2008); Larred et al. (2007); McIntyre et al. (2009); Thorp et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extended from Lorenz et al. (1997).
**Table 2.** Processes responsible for retention and delivery of sediment, carbon (C), nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and silicon (Si) to streams, by form\(^a\), and the scale at which these processes occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Sediment</th>
<th>Temporal</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weathering Leaching</td>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>DIC, DIN</td>
<td>Years</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DIP, DIP, DIP, DIP</td>
<td>Month/season</td>
<td>Plot/landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater retention</td>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>DIC, DIN</td>
<td>Season/year/decade</td>
<td>Aquifer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DIP, DIP, DIP, DIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater discharge</td>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>DIC, DIN</td>
<td>Season/year/decade</td>
<td>Aquifer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DIP, DIP, DIP, DIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riparian zone retention</td>
<td>DIC</td>
<td>DIC, DIN</td>
<td>Season</td>
<td>Floodplain/riparian zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DIP, DIP, DIP, DIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion/surface runoff</td>
<td>Soil particles</td>
<td>PC, PN</td>
<td>Day or less</td>
<td>Plot/landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with attached C</td>
<td>PP, PP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastewater discharge, aquaculture</td>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>PC, DON, DON, DIP</td>
<td>Constant flow/season</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DIP, DOP, DOP, DOP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric deposition</td>
<td>Soil particles</td>
<td>PC, DIN</td>
<td>Seasonal</td>
<td>Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with attached C</td>
<td>PP, PN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) DIC, DIN, DIP = dissolved inorganic C, N, P; DOC, DON, DOP = dissolved organic C, N, P; PC, PN, PP = particulate C, N, P. DSi = dissolved silica; ASi = amorphous silica.
Table 3. Examples of available approaches for describing nutrient transport from land to sea through rivers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lumped</td>
<td>River basin</td>
<td>Regression of nutrient inputs with measured river export; generally these models cover one nutrient species, or several species-specific regression models are combined</td>
<td>Describe general relationships between land processes and river export; allow for extrapolation to rivers where measurements of nutrient export is lacking</td>
<td>Single-species models: Meybeck (1982); Peierls et al. (1991); Mayorga et al., 2010; Howarth et al. (1996); range of nutrient species: Mayorga et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Sub-basin to river basin</td>
<td>Regression combined with spatially explicit information on river basin characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td>Smith et al. (1997); Alexander et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Reach</td>
<td>Spiraling approach, based on transport medium</td>
<td>Considers uptake length (the distance travelled in dissolved form), and turnover length (distance travelled within the benthic compartment)</td>
<td>Ensign and Doyle (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reach</td>
<td>Mechanistic approach, based on water flow as transport medium</td>
<td>Describe algal growth, death and settling, and decomposition and mineralization to organic compounds, adsorption/desorption of particulate P on mineral particles, and denitrification.</td>
<td>HSPF (USEPA, 2011; Skahill, 2004), INCA (Whitehead et al., 1998a,b), SWAT (Arnold and Fohrer, 2005) and Riverstrahler (Garnier et al., 1995)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4. Hydrological models at different scales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catchment</td>
<td>Parameterization of within-catchment soil wetness and water redistribution</td>
<td>Beven and Kirkby (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catchment to river basin</td>
<td>Semi-distributed integrated models</td>
<td>Abbott et al. (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River basin to continental to global</td>
<td>Distributed models, combining three-dimensional variably-saturated subsurface flow with two-dimensional surface flow System theoretical modeling principles (Dooge, 1973) are applied globally at 1 to 0.5 degree grids to describe the complete water system including groundwater, reservoirs, lakes and human water abstraction</td>
<td>Jones et al. (2008); Maxwell (2009); Alcamo et al. (2003); Oki et al. (2001); Fekete et al. (2002); Döll and Fiedler (2008); Arnell (2003); Milly and Schmakin (2002); Widein-nilsson et al. (2007); Hanasaki et al. (2008); van Beek et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrology in land surface models of General Circulation Models (GCM), and vertical water and energy balance and dynamic vegetation models</td>
<td>Dirmeyer et al. (2006); Cox et al. (2000); Sitch et al. (2003); Krinner et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 5. Approaches for describing soil particle detachment, erosion, sediment delivery to streams, channel bank erosion, sediment transport in rivers and sediment trapping in reservoirs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil particle detachment and transport</td>
<td>Models for describing detachment of soil particles and transport by rainfall and overland flow</td>
<td>Morgan et al. (1998); Morgan (2001); Van Rompaey et al. (2001); Jetten and Favis-Mortlock (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil erosion</td>
<td>Spatially distributed physics-based concepts for estimating overland flow and soil detachment potential, based on soil characteristics, vegetation cover, tillage and soil moisture status. Transfer functions relating soil types to physical characteristics are a key component.</td>
<td>Kirkby et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment delivery ratio (SDR)</td>
<td>Sediment delivery to streams generally decreases with longer travel distances of sediment particles; approaches to estimate SDR are essentially empirical, based on pathway length, roughness and hill slope, and are calibrated against observed delivery.</td>
<td>Van Dijk and Kwaad (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel bank erosion</td>
<td>Meander migration rates; bank erosion generally increases with river or catchment size, but with large uncertainty.</td>
<td>Hooke (1980); Lawler (1993); Van de Wel (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluvial sediment flow</td>
<td>Models based on two-dimensional floodplain topography and vegetation by hydrological model output, and sinks in reservoirs and floodplains. Physically-based approaches include estimates sediment transport capacity of specific stream power, channel slope, roughness and sediment grain size.</td>
<td>Doomen et al. (2008); Prosser and Rustomji (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment trapping</td>
<td>Models use observation records and rating curves, or a drainage basin flux model based on drainage area, relief, averaged discharge and basin-distributed temperature; Empirical-deterministic approaches have been developed that relate reservoir trapping efficiency to reservoir storage volume and mean annual input discharge.</td>
<td>Syvitski et al. (2005); Walling (2006); Verstraeten and Poesen (2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Fig. 1.** Schematic of the hydrological system in river basins, including the soil, groundwater, riparian zones and the stream or river, and with wastewater flows from urban areas.
**Fig. 2.** Scheme of spatial and temporal scales (a) within a river system, (b) complexity and type of model within these domains, increasing complexity of models when moving from the top right to the bottom left corner; lumped models with annual time scale are in the top right corner, and mechanistic models with a time step of days or less in the bottom left corner, (c) the scale of delivery and (d) in-stream processes.
Fig. 3. Schemes for (a) lumped river-basin scale regression models; (b) models with focus on land-based nutrient delivery processes to streams; (c) models with focus on in-stream biogeochemical processes; (d) land-river model framework that adequately accounts for terrestrial and aquatic processes (in c and d a simplified N cycle is depicted).